About Beyond Mobility

What is Beyond Mobility?

Beyond Mobility is MassDOT’s 2050 Statewide Long Range Transportation Plan. The Plan will document the most pressing transportation priorities for Massachusetts to address between now and 2050.

Watch the short video at this link and view the new plan website to learn more about it.

How Can You Get Involved?

We want you to lead the conversation and there are multiple ways for you to help us:

1. Take our short survey (https://arcg.is/0HHyPD) now and share with your network.
2. Follow MassDOT on Facebook and Twitter to keep up to date on all Beyond Mobility activities and share these with your network.
3. Ask your organization to share the Beyond Mobility website and survey, follow MassDOT on social media, and repost all relevant postings.

Massachusetts is going places – and getting there begins with you.